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   This document is an Internet-Draft and is in full conformance with
   all provisions of Section 10 of RFC2026.

   Internet-Drafts are working documents of the Internet Engineering
   Task Force (IETF), its areas, and its working groups.  Note that
   other groups may also distribute working documents as Internet-
   Drafts.

   Internet-Drafts are draft documents valid for a maximum of six months
   and may be updated, replaced, or obsoleted by other documents at any
   time.  It is inappropriate to use Internet-Drafts as reference
   material or to cite them other than as "work in progress."

   The list of current Internet-Drafts can be accessed at
http://www.ietf.org/ietf/1id-abstracts.txt.

   The list of Internet-Draft Shadow Directories can be accessed at
http://www.ietf.org/shadow.html.

   This Internet-Draft will expire on January 17, 2003.

Copyright Notice

   Copyright (C) The Internet Society (2002).  All Rights Reserved.

Abstract

   This document describes a simple method that allows a mobile node to
   use a home agent situated inside a protected intranet, while also
   allowing the mobile to roam between the public internet and the
   intranet without losing active sessions.  Whenever the mobile is
   outside the intranet, it connects to the intranet using an IPsec
   tunnel and registers the IPsec-assigned inner tunnel address as its
   co-located care-of address to the internal home agent.  If desired,
   handover performance while outside the intranet can be enhanced by
   employing another Mobile IP layer underneath IPsec.  The solution
   does not require any new protocols, only a profile for using existing
   protocols.  Only the mobile node needs to be modified in order to use
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   this profile.
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1. Introduction

   In some deployment scenarios it is desireable to use Mobile IPv4 in a
   protected corporate intranet to provide mobility for users, while
   using a VPN device on the network edge to protect against
   unauthorized access.  In such a deployment, it would be desireable
   for users to be able to roam from the intranet to the external
   network (and back) while maintaining active sessions.

   Mobile IPv4 and VPN coexistence problem statement and solution
   requirements are described in [2].  This document describes a simple
   method for solving these coexistence problems by defining a profile
   for combining Mobile IPv4 and IPsec in a certain way.
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2. Description of the solution

2.1 Network topology

   The network topology assumed by the solution is described in this
   section.  The description is described with regards to service
   rendered for a single mobile node.

   The home network consists of the following components:

   o  the home agent providing service to the mobile node

   o  optional foreign agents

   o  optional site-to-site IPsec tunnels

   o  the intranet interface(s) of one or more IPsec devices (which are
      not necessarily in the home network, but in the trusted side of
      the device anyway)

   The external network consists of the following components:

   o  the external interface(s) of one or more IPsec devices

   o  optional "trusted foreign agents" that are connected to the home
      network using a static IPsec tunnel, and are thus logically part
      of the intranet (see [2] for definition)

   o  optional external Mobile IP home agent used to optimize IPsec
      tunnel handover performance

   o  optional foreign agents to support the use of the abovementioned
      external home agent

   o  possibly NAT device(s) between (not all apply):

      *  the mobile node and the IPsec device

      *  a trusted foreign agent and the IPsec device

      *  the mobile node and an external home agent

      *  the external home agent and the IPsec device

   The external network access alternatives are summarized in the
   following figure.
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     1a. mn ================================ vpn -- ha
     1b. mn == nat ========================= vpn -- ha
     1c. mn ++ t-fa ======================== vpn -- ha
     1d. mn ++ t-fa == nat ================= vpn -- ha

     2a. mn ################# e-ha ========= vpn -- ha
     2b. mn ################# e-ha == nat == vpn -- ha
     2c. mn ## nat ########## e-ha ========= vpn -- ha
     2d. mn ## nat ########## e-ha == nat == vpn -- ha
     2e. mn == e-fa ######### e-ha ========= vpn -- ha
     2f. mn == e-fa ######### e-ha == nat == vpn -- ha
     2g. mn == e-fa ## nat ## e-ha ========= vpn -- ha
     2h. mn == e-fa ## nat ## e-ha == nat == vpn -- ha

        Encapsulation markers:

             --    unprotected, Mobile IP tunnelled (reverse tunnelling)
             ==    Mobile IP tunnelled, then IPsec protected
             ++    unprotected, plain packets (not Mobile IP tunnelled)
             ##    Mobile IP tunnelled, then IPsec protected, then
                   (possibly) Mobile IP tunnelled again

        Network elements:

             mn    mobile node
             vpn   IPsec edge device
             ha    internal home agent
             t-fa  trusted foreign agent (logically part of intranet)
             e-ha  external home agent
             e-fa  external foreign agent, used to communicate with the
                   external home agent
             nat   NAT device

2.2 Summary of solution

   When the mobile node resides in the home network, Mobile IPv4 is
   applied normally.

   Site-to-site IPsec tunnels work transparently:  the mobile still uses
   standard Mobile IPv4, and the registration request/reply messages and
   data messages are tunneled normally between sites.

   When outside the home network, the mobile node can be considered to
   be at the remote end of a site-to-site IPsec tunnel consisting only
   of a single address, the "inner" address of the IPsec tunnel.  This
   address is either configured manually, or the IPsec-DHCP mechanism
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   can be leveraged [4].

   The "inner" address of the IPsec tunnel is used as a co-located care-
   of address for a standard Mobile IPv4 registration.  Because the
   routing in the intranet is organized in a way that ensures that
   packets destined to this care-of address are routed to the IPsec
   device, they will get tunnelled to the mobile node normally.

   Because the mobile node never logically leaves the intranet, sessions
   survive mobility between the intranet and the external network.

   Because IPsec is not mobile by nature, handovers when in the external
   network force the mobile node to re-establish IPsec connectivity.
   Since this may be unacceptable in some scenarios, the IPsec tunnel
   can be made mobile by using Mobile IP underneath IPsec to provide for
   a static "outer" tunnel address (i.e.  the Mobile IP home address
   obtained from the external home agent is used as the IPsec tunnel
   remote outer endpoint address).

   NAT traversal is addressed by the Mobile IPv4 NAT specification [3]
   whenever applicable (i.e.  when Mobile IP is the lowest layer
   protocol) and IPsec NAT traversal ([5], [6]) whenever applicable
   (i.e.  when IPsec is the lowest layer protocol).

   Note that this document does not specify how the mobile node detects
   it is in the external network and should try to establish an IPsec
   tunnel.

2.3 Scenarios

2.3.1 Mobile node in the intranet

2.3.1.1 Mobile node in the home subnet

   No difference to standard Mobile IPv4; however, the mobile node MUST
   have some secure means of ensuring that it has indeed returned home.
   This document does not specify such a mechanism.

2.3.1.2 Mobile node uses a co-located intranet address

   The mobile node acquires a care-of address e.g.  using DHCP.

   Site-to-site IPsec tunnels do not affect the registration (or
   routing) procedure other than that reverse tunnelling SHOULD be used
   to avoid problems with IPsec policy selectors.  If the site-to-site
   IPsec tunnel is not a "bridging" tunnel, there is a different subnet
   at each end of the tunnel.  In this case each IPsec tunnel endpoint
   MUST do a sort of ingress filtering as a part of IPsec policy
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   processing.  Thus, reverse tunneling is required.

2.3.1.3 Mobile node uses an intranet foreign agent

   No difference to standard Mobile IPv4.

2.3.1.4 Mobile node uses a trusted foreign agent in the external network

   A trusted foreign agent, as described in [2], is located in the
   external network and would typically have a static IPsec tunnel to
   secure communication between the FA and the HA.

   This scenario is essentially identical to using an intranet foreign
   agent from the home agent and mobile node perspectives.  If there is
   a NAT device between the trusted foreign agent and the IPsec device,
   IPsec NAT traversal ([5], [6]) is required.

   From the mobile node perspective, there MUST be a secure way to
   identify a trusted foreign agent.  This document does not specify
   such a mechanism.

2.3.2 Mobile node in the external network, no external Mobile IP

   The mobile node acquires an IPsec tunnel outer address using some
   unspecified means (manual configuration, DHCP, etc).  The node then
   forms an IPsec tunnel using e.g.  IKE.

   The inner address of the tunnel is the one that is used to route
   traffic from the home network to the IPsec device.  The mobile node
   has to obtain this address somehow, e.g.  by manual configuration or
   by using the IPsec-DHCP mechanism [4].  If there is a NAT between the
   external home agent and the DHCP device, IPsec NAT traversal should
   be used ([5], [6]).

   Once the IPsec tunnel has been formed, the mobile node uses the
   tunnel inner address as its co-located care-of address and proceeds
   with Mobile IPv4 registration normally.

   Note that this scenario is a degenerated version of the site-to-site
   IPsec tunnel registration.  Mobile IP reverse tunneling MUST be used
   for the same reason as with the site-to-site scenario.

2.3.3 Mobile node in the external network, using external Mobile IP

   In these scenarios, Mobile IP is used as a mobility mechanism for
   transporting IPsec tunnel packets.  There is an external home agent
   in the external network, and two logical mobile nodes (in the Mobile
   IP sense) in the mobile node host: one for the intranet home agent,
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   and another for the IPsec mobility home agent.

   Since the external Mobile IP is only involved in transporting IPsec,
   there are no limitations on e.g.  use of reverse tunnelling.  Thus,
   packets sent by the mobile node can be, if desired, sent directly to
   the IPsec device without going through the external home agent (if
   ingress filtering is not in use).

2.3.3.1 Mobile node uses an external co-located care-of address

   The mobile node obtains an external co-located care-of address e.g.
   using DHCP.  The mobile node then uses this care-of address to
   register to the external Mobile IP home agent.  If there is a NAT
   between the mobile node and the external home agent, Mobile IP NAT
   traversal [3] should be used.

   Once the external mobility binding is set up, the mobile node can use
   the home address (from the external home agent address space) as an
   IPsec tunnel outer address.  The inner address is still obtained e.g.
   by manual configuration or the IPsec-DHCP mechanism [4].  If there is
   a NAT between the external home agent and the DHCP device, IPsec NAT
   traversal should be used ([5], [6]).

   Once the IPsec tunnel has been formed, the mobile node uses the
   tunnel inner address as its co-located care-of address and proceeds
   with Mobile IPv4 registration normally, this time registering to the
   intranet home agent.

   Note that this scenario is a degenerated version of the site-to-site
   IPsec tunnel registration.  Mobile IP reverse tunneling MUST be used
   for the same reason as with the site-to-site scenario.

2.3.3.2 mobile node uses an external foreign agent

   The mobile node detects the foreign agent and registers to the
   external home agent using the foreign agent.  If there is a NAT
   device between the external foreign agent and the external home
   agent, Mobile IP NAT traversal should be used [3].

   Otherwise the scenario plays out as in Section 2.3.3.1.

2.4 Some issues

2.4.1 Use of reverse tunnelling

   Since IPsec security associations are bound to the "inner" addresses,
   Mobile IP reverse tunneling MUST be used when registering through an
   IPsec device, using the tunnel "inner" address as a co-located care-
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   of address.

2.4.2 Detecting internal and external network

   The mobile node needs a mechanism for detecting which scenario it is
   currently in, i.e.  a mechanism to detect that it is in the outside
   network or in the intranet.  A simple mechanism is to try
   registration without IPsec first, and if that consistently fails for
   a reasonable period of time, automatically try IPsec.  If the mobile
   node makes an error, it is never fatal security-wise because the
   mobile node errs on the side of trying to set up the IPsec tunnel in
   vain.

2.4.3 Packet overhead

   The solution does not optimize packet overhead.  However, since only
   standard nodes are needed in the solution, some extra overhead may be
   acceptable.

2.4.4 Co-located care-of address registration through a foreign agent

   When a mobile node registers using a co-located care-of address, a
   foreign agent can be used for the registration, although this case
   has not been explicitly covered in the scenarios.

2.4.5 Using an external foreign agent

   If the mobile node must be able to communicate to the home network
   even when connected to an external foreign agent, use of Mobile IP
   underneath IPsec is no longer optional.  Without the use of external
   Mobile IP, this access scenario will not work.

2.4.6 Mobile node network stack arhitecture considerations

   The solution calls for changes in the composition of the mobile node
   network stack depending on whether the mobile node is outside or
   inside the home network.  In particular, IPsec needs to be enabled or
   disabled (an effect that may also be achieved by configuring IPsec
   policy dynamically), and two instances of Mobile IP may be required,
   one underneath and one above IPsec.

   Since the mobility bindings established through the IPsec tunnel are
   entirely transparent to the internal home agent, all Mobile IP
   features (e.g.  simultaneous bindings) can be used in the solution.
   In addition, the mobile node is free to do split tunnelling, although
   it places more requirements on the architecture of the mobile node
   network stack.
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2.4.7 AAA considerations

   TBD
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